
SWATposium 2017 Schedule (FRC Workshops) 

 

9:00am   Registration    Please sign in on arrival 

9:15am   Dining Hall    Opening Speaker  – Elliott Coleshill  

10:00am   Break     Snacks available or bring your own 

10:10am   Morning Workshops  Listed Below 

11:40am    Lunch     Pizza –	Drink –	Cookie for 5 dollars! 

12:40pm    Afternoon Workshops  Listed Below 

2:15pm   Dining Hall    Prizes and Games 

2:30pm   Dining Hall    Closing Speaker – Industry Speaker 

3:15pm   Dining Hall    Cake!! 



Use this colour guide to help plan your day! 

 

Awards and Outreach 

Team Management 

Media and Business 

Mechanical and Design 

 Electrical and Programming  

Rookie 

Alternate Options 

 

Scroll down to see the workshop schedule. 

Please note, this year with the number of workshops there are three pages for morning workshops and three 
for the afternoon workshops. 

 

Please sign up for workshops at(http://bit.ly/swatposium2017  

Note that you can either sign up for two 40-minute workshops or one 90-minute workshop. This applies to both 
the morning and afternoon sessions 

 



Morning Workshops 

 
Room 201 (20 max) 203/204 (50/60 max) 207 (25 max) 208 (40 min) 

10:10 - 
10:50am 

What is Amateur 
Radio & How Can It 

Help? 
 

Rod Hardman 
 

Oakville Amateur 
Radio Club 

Programming 101 
 

Caitlin Bridel 
 

FRC 771 

Outreach Action Plan 
 

Marie Jolicoeur-
Bécotte and Ariana 

Wong 
 

FRC 771 

Rookie Team 
 

Corey Lehman 
 

FRC 1241 

10:50 - 
11:00am  Break 

11:00 - 
11:40am  

Chairman’s Award 
101 

 
Marie Jolicoeur-

Bécotte 
 

FRC 771 

Gyro Sensors 
 

Caitlin Bridel 
 

FRC 771 

How to Start FLL Jr. 
Teams 

 
Christine and Logan 

Bibic 
 

FRC 4476 

Plate and Standoff 
Construction: A 

Simple 2D Method for 
Creating Accurate 3D 

Robot Parts 
 

Anna N., Kristina H., 
Lauren S-W. and 

Rebecca W.  
 

FRC 3504 



Morning Workshops Continued 
 

Room 209 (35 max) 102 (35 max) Learning Commons East 

10:10 - 
10:50am 

A Brief Introduction to the 
Components of the Milling 

Machine 
 

Daniel Nucci 
 

FRC 1310 Alum 

Sponsorship and Team 
Branding 

 
Amanda Adam and Titi Ilori 

 
FRC 771 

Mentor Mingle 
*Mentors Only* 

 
Thuy Vallance and Stephen 

Day 
 

FRC 771 

10:50 - 
11:00am  Break 

11:00 - 
11:40am  

Introduction to Safety and 
Battery Care 

 
Amy Darling 

 
FRC 771 

How to Have a Successful 
Drive Team 

 
Nicholas and Andrew 

Oprescu-Havriliuc 
 

FRC 610 

District Debrief 
*Mentors Only* 

 
John Hobbins 

 
FIRST Canada 

 
  



Morning Workshops Continued 
 

Room 205 (25 max) 104 (25 max) 105 (25 max)  106 (35 max) 109 (30 max) 

10:10 - 
11:40 am  

Introduction to 
Blender 3D 

 
Todd Jahnke 

 
Blender 

Making the Most 
of Your Camera 

 
Kyle Blaney 

 
SHAD 

Enrichment 
Program 

Watering Plastic 
Plants 

 
Kim Nguyen, 

Hannah Sheikh 
and Shaniz 
Shehreen 

 
FRC 6070 

STEM 
Cheesecake 

 
Amy Hao, 

Audrey Zhang, 
Charlotte Chen 

and Bansen 
Xing 

 
FRC 6162  

Onwards and 
Upwards, 

Learning to Build 
Great Products 

 
Denys Linkov 

 
Tech Under 

Twenty 

 
  



Afternoon Workshops 

 
Room 201 (20 max) 203/204 (50/60 max) 207 (25 max)  208 (40 max) 

12:40 – 
1:20pm 

How to Assemble 
VersaPlanetary 

Gearboxes 
 

Metha Tharmarasa 
 

FRC 771 

Team 1310’s Vision 
Tracking and 
Programming 

Practices 
 

Rishab Swift and 
Ryan Lounds 

 
FRC 1310 

Awards 101 
 

Rameesha Qazi and 
Shreya 

Subramaniam 
 

FRC 1325 

Creating a Positive 
Team Environment 

 
Carter Lockbaum, 
Akshat Doctor and 

Crystal Sharpe 
 

FRC 1374 

1:20 – 
1:30pm  Break 

1:30 – 
2:10pm  

Electrical Jumpstart: 
A Workshop for 

Beginners 
 

Ella Kirton 
 

FRC 771 

FRC Machining 
Strategies 

 
Corey Lehman  

 
FRC 1241 

Chairman’s Award 
101 

 
Marie Jolicoeur-

Bécotte 
 

FRC 771 

How to Start a Good 
Build Season 

 
Navid Kashem 

 
FRC 694 

 
  



Afternoon Workshops Continued 
 

Room 102 (35 max) 106 (35 max) 109 (30 max) 

12:40 – 
1:20pm 

Outreach Action Plan 
 

Marie Jolicoeur-Bécotte and 
Ariana Wong 

 
FRC 771 

How to Create a Competitive 
Robot with Low-Level 

Resources 
 

Tahmid Sheikh and Kajanan 
Chinniah 

 
FRC 5036 

 

1:20 – 
1:30pm Break 

1:30 – 
2:10pm 

Incorporating Amateur Radio 
Skills into Robotics 

 
Rod Hardman 

 
Oakville Amateur Radio Club 

How to Write an Award 
Winning Business Plan 

 
Amanda Adam and Titi Ilori 

 
FRC 771 

Smash Stress for Peak 
Performance 

 
Shannon Pole 

 
  



Afternoon Workshops Continued 
 

 

Room 205 (25 max) 209 (35 max) 104 (25 max) 105 (25 max) 
Learning 

Commons 
West (20-30 

max) 

12:40-
2:10pm 

Controllers in 
Blender 

 
Todd Jahnke 

 
Blender 

Beyond ST&M, 
The Diverse 

World of 
Engineering 

Design 
 

Albert Huynh 
 

University of 
Toronto 

Making the Most 
of Your Camera 

 
Kyle Blaney 

 
SHAD 

Enrichment 
Program 

Powerful 
Communication 
and the Art of 

Authentic 
Networking 

 
Jess Tang 

 
SHAD 

Enrichment 
Program 

FLL Referee 
Training 

 
Jeff Laucke 

 
  



FRC Morning Workshops 
SWATposium 2017 

 
What is Amateur Radio and How Can It Help? (40 Minutes) 
This workshop will go over what amateur radio is. We will discuss how to get an amateur 
radio license, what you can do with a federal amateur radio license, and a few examples of 
how it is used. 
 
Presenter: Rod Hardman (Oakville Amateur Radio Club) 
About: Rod has been licensed amateur radio operator for 12 years. He holds an 
“Advanced” certificate from Industry Canada and is President of the Oakville Amateur 
Radio Club. Professionally, Rod has spent over 25 years leading software and hardware 
development teams at Hewlett Packard and other major firms, producing products that 
include the HP Entertainment PC, High Availability Clustered Server solutions and the 
Kobo Touch E-read. 
 
 
Programming 101 (40 Minutes) 
This workshop will cover the basics of programming, which are the building blocks of code. 
Most of these skills will be applicable to all software, not exclusively to FIRST. Some 
components of the overview include data types, if/else statements, and for loops. 
 
Presenter: Caitlin Bridel (FRC 771) 



About: Caitlin leads the programming sub-team on SWAT 771. For the past three years 
she's been on the team, FIRST has taught her how to problem solve, work as part of a 
team, and be more confident. After she graduates, she wants to help develop technology 
that can be used to solve both scientific and social problems alike. 
 
 
Outreach Action Plan (40 Minutes) 
SWAT, like many FRC teams, participates in many outreach activities in a year. This 
workshop will focus on how to find opportunities, how to prepare and what to do once you 
get there. There are some great opening questions guaranteed to get the others to stop 
and find out more. We’ll share these questions and more.  
 
Presenters: Marie Jolicoeur-Bécotte and Ariana Wong (FRC 771)  
About: Marie is part of team SWAT 771. This is her fourth year on the team. Her first year 
she was the Robot Room Lead, her second year she was the Awards Jr. Lead and a 
chairman’s presenter, and for the last two years she has been the Awards Lead as well as 
a chairman’s presenter.  
 
Ari loves to travel and meet new people around the world. It’s one of her lifelong goals to 
travel to all 7 continents. She’s always super energetic and loves laughing. In her free time 
she is an equestrian rider and loves listening to classic rock music and bad 2000s jams. 
 
 
 



Rookie Team (40 Minutes) 
Rookie teams as well as new students on teams will learn what to expect during the course 
of the year. Topics such as preseason, build season, competition season and off season 
will be addressed. This is a great opportunity to ask questions of a FIRST HUB. A timeline 
will be presented showing opportunities for you and your team to get involved from now 
until kickoff. 
 
Presenter: Corey Lehman (FRC 1241) 
About: Corey Lehman is the robotics/manufacturing teacher at Rick Hansen S.S. and has 
been involved with FIRST Robotics for the past 5 years. 
 
 
Chairman’s Award 101 (40 Minutes) 
Confused about the Chairman’s Award? Don’t know what you’ll need to win? Want some 
first-hand advice from SWAT 771’s Chairman’s presenters? Then “Chairman’s Award 101” 
is the workshop for you. We’ll cover what you’ll need to submit, what to keep in mind when 
organizing your outreach, walk through every part of the submission process, offer some 
helpful tips that we’ve learned and much more! Sign up for a 40 minute in-depth workshop 
today. 
 
Presenter: Marie Jolicoeur–Bécotte (FRC 771) 
About: Marie is a key part of team SWAT 771. This is her fourth year on the team. Her first 
year she was the Robot Room Lead, her second year she was the Awards Jr. Lead and a 



chairman’s presenter, and for the last two years she has been the Awards Lead as well as 
a chairman’s presenter.  
 
 
Gyro Sensors (40 Minutes) 
This workshop will demonstrate how SWAT 771 uses gyro sensors to improve their robot’s 
navigational accuracy, particularly during autonomous. The incorporation of PIDs in the 
coding of the gyros will also be discussed. 
 
Presenter: Caitlin Bridel (FRC 771) 
About: Caitlin leads the programming sub-team on SWAT 771. For the past three years 
she's been on the team, FIRST has taught her how to problem solve, work as part of a 
team, and be more confident. After she graduates, she wants to help develop technology 
that can be used to solve both scientific and social problems alike. 
 
 
How to Start FLL Jr. Teams (40 Minutes) 
Join us for a hands-on LEGO workshop where we will introduce you to FIRST LEGO 
League Jr.  Find out how easy it is to start and run a team, learn about available funding, 
try your hand at programming the WeDo 2.0, and hear about all the new and exciting things 
are happening in Ontario.  See how you and your FRC team can make a splash in your 
community as we dive into the Aqua Adventure challenge and see first-hand how much fun 
the FIRST LEGO League Jr. program is!  
 



Presenters: Christine and Logan Bibic (FRC 4476) 
About: Christine Bibic is the Ontario FIRST LEGO League Jr. partner has been coaching 
FIRST LEGO League Jr. teams since 2007!   
 
Logan Bibic started with FIRST as a FIRST LEGO League Jr. team member and as he 
moved up through the programs for FIRST Robotics Competition has remained involved as 
a youth mentor. 
 
 
Plate and Standoff Construction: A Simple 2D Method for 
Creating Accurate 3D Robot Parts (40 Minutes) 
It’s hard to make robust 3D robot parts. To address this, we’ll describe a method that uses 
flat plates connected by standoffs which reinforce those plates. The result is a 3D 
subsystem that is made up of simple 2D parts. The Girls of Steel have used plate and 
standoff successfully in all of our robot components last year with satisfactory results. 
 
Presenters: Anna N., Kristina H., Lauren S-W., and Rebecca W. (FRC 3504) 
About: Anna N. is a 14-year-old freshman who is a member of the programming team, the 
finance team, and the outreach team. This is her 2nd year on the team. She hopes to 
pursue a career in computer science and/or public policy. "I am interested in bringing STEM 
to girls in under-served communities so Girls of Steel outreach is one of my favorite 
activities." 
 



Kristina H. is a 16-year-old junior who is a member of the design team, drive team, as well 
as the outreach leader. This is her 4th year on the team. She hopes to obtain a degree in 
aerospace engineering. "I'm interested in pursuing a career in space exploration and 
helping more girls get involved in STEM." 
 
Lauren S-W. is a 17-year-old senior who is a member of the design team, media team, 
outreach team, welding team, and drive team. She hopes to pursue theater and/or English 
while still having the ability to do tech related things. "I'm interested in ways STEM can be 
used in writing and theater, and getting more girls into STEM and robotics." 
 
Rebecca W. is a 17-year-old senior who is a member of the design team, awards team, 
and outreach team. She hopes to study environmental design or sustainable architecture in 
the future. "I am interested in collaborating to find the most efficient solutions to mechanical 
problems." 
 
 
A Brief Introduction to the Components of the Milling Machine 
(40 Minutes) 
The purpose, and subsequent description, is to demonstrate what some of the parts of the 
milling machine actually do (namely all the different types of 'drill bits' that exist for the mill 
and different methods of holding those drill bits). Also, to show how the milling machine 
cuts into your work-piece (Feeds, speeds, and all the different directions).  
 
Presenter: Daniel Nucci (FRC 1310 Alum) 



About: Daniel is currently a first year Software Engineering Undergrad at UOIT. He was a 
part of FIRST team 1310 for 5 years before becoming an alum of the team. Despite what 
he is majoring in university, he was the head of construction on his team for two years. In 
addition to that he was the team captain in his grade 12 year. 
 
 
Sponsorship and Team Branding (40 Minutes) 
In this workshop, SWAT’s Business Lead will talk about the importance of sponsorship and 
finance, how to brand your team, how to gain sponsors, how to nail a sponsorship 
presentation, and tips and tricks for securing sponsors. After the presentation is complete, 
participants have the opportunity to ask questions and seek help in fixing/improving their 
team’s branding.  
 
Presenters: Amanda Adam and Titi Ilori (FRC 771) 
About: Amanda is SWAT’s business lead and is responsible for leading a team of 8-10 
students. She trains, coaches, and mentors students to write sponsorship packages and 
business plans, talk to judges at competitions, create and present presentations, and write 
emails to sponsors. 
 
Titi is SWAT's Business Junior Lead and this is her third year on the team. She started in 
Game Pieces and later found further interest in the business aspects of the team. The 
Business subteam mainly focuses on finding sponsors to help fund the team and the 
Entrepreneurship Award at competition. Alongside robotics, Titi participates in various other 



extracurricular activities. For instance, Titi was recently appointed a co-chair for SocDoc 
and started SMLS's first DECA club, of which she is the president.  
 
 
Mentor Mingle (40 Minutes) – Mentors Only! 
Take this time to connect with other mentors to share the highs and lows of running a 
FIRST Robotics team. It’s great to connect and get tips to improve your experience, that, 
and there will be hot beverages and treats to lure you in. 
 
Presenters: Thuy Vallance and Stephen Day (FRC 771) 
About: This is Thuy’s third year mentoring SWAT 771. She graduated from Engineering 
Physics and was in the Health and Medical Physics profession before finding her true 
calling as a teacher. She is passionate about inspiring innovation and creativity in young 
people. She looks forward to this year's challenge and the new season with the team.  
 
Stephen comes to St Mildred's-LIghtbourn School after 18 years of teaching and coaching 
in Alberta. The majority of this career has been in the fields of Mathematics and Physical 
Education. Prior to joining the faculty at SMLS, Stephen spent the past five years working 
as a Construction Manager for the Hamilton Tiger-Cats Football Club of the CFL. He brings 
a unique combination of teaching mathematics, coaching expertise and construction 
management and is excited about his first year working with SWAT 771. 
 
 
 



Introduction to Safety and Battery Care (40 Minutes) 
This workshop will cover the safety basic as well as, how to keep you and your team safe, 
resulting in an accident-free season. You will also learn how to present this information, 
through a safety presentation, as well as how to properly and safely maintain and care for 
batteries. 
 
Presenter: Amy Darling (SWAT 771) 
About: Amy has been a member of SWAT 771 for 2 years now. She became their safety 
captain in her rookie year, and is currently still in the position. She has also recently been 
appointed as the Design and Strategy Junior Lead.  
 
 
How to Have a Successful Drive Team (40 Minutes) 
Learn how to successfully create and develop a drive team. This presentation will teach 
you the integral steps for winning the next robotics competition. 
 
Presenters: Nicholas and Andrew Oprescu-Havriliuc (FRC 610) 
About: Nicholas has been on Team 610 for 4 years. He was operator for the team in 
Grade 9 (being the youngest ever to obtain this position) and in Grade 10. In Grade 10 he 
went to Beijing China for the 'World Adolescent Robotics Conference'. In Grade 11 he was 
Pit Crew head for Energy Systems and is now the head of the division. This is Nicholas’ 
third year doing a presentation at the SWATposium event (previous presentations: West 
Coast Drive and How to Have a Successful Drive Team). 
 



Andrew has been on Team 610 for 2 years and is a member of the Design and 
Manufacturing division. Previously, he was a part of a VEX IQ and LEGO robotics team.  
 
 
District Debrief (40 Minutes) – Mentors Only! 
Last year was the first year that Ontario followed the District Model for competitions. This 
workshop will facilitate a debrief of the system with a look forward to tips for maneuvering 
within it this year. Bring any questions you may have about competition.  
 
Presenter: John Hobbins (FIRST Canada) 
About: John Hobbins, currently the Director of FIRST Robotics Competition, grew his 
FIRST roots at 1241 Theory6 in Mississauga. As a lead mentor there and a program 
supporter for FIRST Robotics Canada now, he is a wealth of knowledge.  
 
 
Introduction to Blender 3D (90 Minutes) 
This hands-on workshop will cover an introduction to the basics Computer Graphics (CG) 
and the use of Blender 3D (www.blender.org) in creating simple models and images. The 
interface and best working practices will be explained and basic modelling, rigging, and 
rendering will be explored. The goal is to familiarize everyone with an open source tool 
which could have many uses in their school or robotics work. 
 
Presenter: Todd Jahnke (Blender) 



About: Todd has been working in animation for a long time. When he started, everything 
was drawn on paper and filmed on real film! A lot has changed since then. Computers and 
technology permeate all aspects of 3D animation and there are a great many cross-overs 
with game, film, virtual reality, and robotics. Todd has followed a path from traditional work 
like Magic School Bus and Little Bear to visual effects in films like Mars Attacks and 
Batman and Robin to feature animated films like Dinosaur and The Wild. He has worked 
across all fields in animation production and is now a full-time professor at Conestoga 
College where he is the coordinator of their new animation program. 
 
 
Making the Most of Your Camera (90 Minutes) 
Do you understand your camera and its settings? Do you know what all the numbers mean 
on your lenses? In this presentation, nature photographer and SHAD outreach coordinator 
Kyle Blaney (www.kyleblaneyphoto.com) teaches the basics of modern cameras and 
lenses and how to use a camera’s settings to exert creative control. Kyle uses his inspiring 
images to explain his photography workflow and shows participants how to step away from 
automatic mode and really make the most of their camera.  
 
Presenter: Kyle Blaney (SHAD Enrichment Program) 
About: Kyle Blaney’s life is focused on wilderness travel, nature photography, and youth 
engagement. As an outreach coordinator for the SHAD enrichment program, he tours 
Canada to ensure every student, educator, and parent knows about SHAD’s life-changing 
opportunities. At SHAD’s UBC campus in Vancouver, Kyle inspires students with 
workshops on math, software development, photography, and birdwatching. He has 



presented his images across the country and been published in Canadian Geographic and 
other magazines. Kyle’s websites are www.kyleblaney.com and 
www.kyleblaneyphoto.com.   
 
 
Watering Plastic Plants (90 Minutes) 
My fake plants died because I forgot to pretend to water them." ~Mitch Hedberg 
Although a quote from a comedian, the same is true when working in a team - as different 
parts of the same team, we all play a role in building a positive environment by giving 
everyone the support they require. And as leaders, it is our job to make sure no one on our 
team is being left behind. This workshop focuses on the leadership, teamwork, and 
positivity that build the foundation of a FIRST Robotics team! 
 
Presenters: Kim Nguyen, Hannah Sheikh and Shaniz Shehreen (FRC 6070) 
About: Now in her third year as a member of Team 6070 - Gryphon Machine, Kim Nguyen 
has been an active member of FRC 6070 since it’s Rookie Year in 2016 (FIRST 
Stronghold). Serving as Co-Head Captain for her team, Kim has also served as 
Administration Captain and Marketing and Media Captain over the course of her FIRST 
Career. In the 2017 FIRST Season, she was a Semi-Finalist for the FIRST Dean's List 
Award, as well as an active member in the FIRST Community - serving as a volunteer for 
FIRST Canada and the FLL and FRC programs. As a two-time Team Head Captain, Kim’s 
experience with both growing and leading a FRC Team is vast. She’s not only passionate 
about FIRST and being part of the FIRST program, she’s dedicated to encouraging others 
in her community to do the same. 



Although the best time to introduce a child to a new interest is in elementary school, new 
passions can spark at any age, and for any reason. Hannah Sheikh, now in her second 
year on Team 6070: Gryphon Machine, began her story in grade 7. Building from an 
interest in the question "how?", her interest only grew from there. Hannah is now an active 
member of Team 6070, serving as an administrative captain for her team, as well as a 
safety co-captain. Her participation began when the team was only 2 years old, with FIRST 
Steamworks being her first ever competition. Knowing that FIRST is not simply about 
winning competitions, Hannah also helps out with organizing events, and gets involved in 
as many opportunities as she can - outreach is the way to a FIRST team's heart! Using her 
experience as part of a highly spirited team, Hannah definitely knows a thing or two about 
leadership, teamwork, and positivity. 
 
Such a passion for STEAM and making a positive impact in her community makes Shaniz 
Shehreen very dedicated and proud to serve as a 2018 Outreach Co-Captain on Team 
6070-Gryphon Machine. She has been a member of the FIRST organization since Team 
6070’s Rookie Year, FIRST Stronghold 2016. She has gained so much experience from 
everything FIRST organization has to offer, and plans on dedicating the rest of her FIRST 
career to spreading the message and mission of FIRST in her community.  
 
 
STEM Cheesecake (90 Minutes) 
"STEM Cheesecake" was a six day FRC-related STEM activity held at London International 
Academy in July 2017. Forty-five students in three teams learned the physics and 
mathematics of torque, gear ratios and motor behaviour and applied their learning to the 



design and implementation of a robot climbing module intended to solve the 2017 
Steamworks climbing problem. Apparently, this is known as "cheesecaking" in some 
robotics circles. At the end of the workshop, the groups tested their design by having a 
robot climb a rope using each of the three modules. This workshop will provide a hands-on 
overview of the STEM Cheesecake competition. Participants will do the following: 

• Learn about the concept of gear ratios 
• Understand how torque affects the performance of mechanical systems 
• Solve a specific problem involving torque and gear ratios. 
• Test their solution to the problem using a simulation 
• Predict the climbing performance of two different robot modules. 
• Test the climbing performance of two different robot modules. 

The robot modules will consist of FRC control systems and climbing modules contained 
within a box and attached to a rope. 
 
Presenters: Amy Hao, Audrey Zhang, Charlotte Chen and Bansen Xing (FRC 6162) 
About: Amy Hao is from Shanghai and likes working with materials and modelling precisely 
by hand. Amy wishes to major in science or engineering in university. Amy participated in 
the first Cheesecake workshop at London International Academy in July and brings her 
experience and expertise to our SWATposium presentation. She attended the “Bridging the 
Gap” off-season FRC event in July sponsored by our sister team, 3937 Oakbotics. She is 
also a school leader of the “Discover London Scavenger Hunt” sponsored by the City of 
London. 
 
Audrey is from Shanghai, China and is currently studying in grade 11 at London 
International Academy. As head of the Business Group, she will oversee matters 



concerning social media, graphic design, networking, fundraising, finance and human 
resources. Audrey is organizing a team trip to Chile to strengthen our team’s international 
relations. This is her first time to be a member of an FRC team and she is quite looking 
forward to SWATposium. 
 
Charlotte Chen is really into computer programming and solving math problems. Once she 
received the first prize in the math competition of the district where she lived in Shanghai, 
China. She enjoys doing various kinds of experiments and took part in a science 
competition called the SJEZ Young Academic Tournament where she did a research with 
her classmates on the lagging pendulum. In her previous school in China, she was monitor 
of her class and a member of the student council. 
 
In his middle school, one day, a teacher told Bansen that he could join in the robot 
competition for no apparent reason. This helped him develop a profound passion for the 
robotics competition. This passion also extends to interests in all of the science and 
technology competitions. Many times, Bansen has imagined being immersed in these kinds 
of activities and revels in the pleasure he feels in making more friends and gaining more 
knowledge. 
 
 
Onwards and Upwards, Learning to Build Great Products (90 
Minutes) 
Users love them, rivals hate them, fans won’t stop talking about them. What makes a great 
product? Hint: It combines approaches from science, journalism, business, design, 



marketing and sales. Learn the approach that many startups, designers and coders use to 
make great products. Bring your imagination, pens, paper and a desire to learn! 
 
Presenter: Denys Linkov (Tech Under Twenty) 
About: Denys is a third-year student studying computer science at the University of 
Toronto. He started off programming in grade 9 after getting bored of lego and since has 
been exploring the technology world. Denys is the lead of the Silicon Halton Tech Under 
Twenty (TU20) program, which focuses on building a student technology ecosystem in the 
Halton community. He enjoys teaching and mentoring others and currently teaches 
computer science, public speaking and debate classes. 
  



FRC Afternoon Workshops 
SWATposium 2017 

 
How to Assemble a VersaPlanetary Gearbox (40 Minutes) 
This workshop will cover the assembly of a basic VersaPlanetary gearbox. The 
presentation will be catered to several scenarios by using different gear ratios and a variety 
of motors. Materials will also be provided so that the attendees can gain hands-on 
experience by constructing their very own gearboxes during the workshop. 
 
Presenters: Metha Thamarasa (FRC 771) 
About: Metha is the Design & Strategy Lead of SWAT 771 and this is her 4th year on the 
team. She started off in Mechanical and later on, she was appointed as the lead of SWAT’s 
new subteam - Design & Strategy. She along with her subteam primarily focus on analysis, 
prototyping, building mechanisms, CADing, scouting, and strategies. Metha’s been involved 
in STEM from a young age including the SciTech program at Tomken Road Middle School, 
to SWAT and the STEMR Council during high school. 
 
 
Team 1310’s Vision Tracking and Programming Practices (40 
Minutes) 
Rishab Swift, lead programmer on team 1310 explains how to use vision tracking to 
enhance your accuracy, programming a successful autonomous mode, with fail safes, and 
how to help your drivers be successful.  
 



Presenter: Rishab Swift and Ryan Lounds (FRC 1310) 
About: Rishab loves programming. He codes in PHP, JavaScript, Java, C#, Objective C, 
Swift and CSS. Aside from programming, he travels, plays soccer, listens to music and 
enjoys good food. 
 
Ryan was on the drive team and a lead builder for FRC 865 in 2016-2017 learning 
machining & fundamentals of programming along the way. Upon transferring schools and 
joining FRC 1310 he’s stepped more to the applied programming aspect of the team as 
well as keeping up with build. 
 
 
Awards 101 (40 Minutes) 
This workshop offers advice and useful tips on all aspects of essay-based awards 
submissions: from outreach planning, to essay writing and presentations. You’ll learn great 
techniques to begin and organize your team’s awards efforts! The focus will be on the 
Chairman’s and Entrepreneurship award. 
 
Presenters: Rameesha Qazi and Shreya Subramaniam (FRC 1325) 
About: Rameesha Qazi is a FIRST mentor for FRC Team 1325. Having begun her FIRST 
journey in 2011, she’s contributed several successful awards submissions for multiple 
teams. She recently graduated from the University of Waterloo with an Honours in English 
Literature with a specialization in Digital Media and a minor in International Studies. She is 
currently pursuing a postgraduate degree in International Development. 
 



Shreya Subramaniam is a FIRST mentor and alumni from FRC Team 1325. As part of the 
business team on FRC 1325, she helped write their first ever awards submissions and has 
learned a lot since then! She’s currently at the University of Waterloo studying 
Mechatronics Engineering. 
 
 
Creating a Positive Team Environment (40 Minutes) 
A positive and welcoming team environment is very important to both being a successful 
team and to making sure team members are having fun. We are going to discuss all levels 
of communication within a team. We will also talk about how the members, student leaders 
and mentors work together to create this positive environment. Our team, 1374 won the 
Judge's award for this very reason at the McMaster District Event. 
 
Presenters: Carter Lockbaum, Akshat Doctor and Crystal Sharpe (FRC 1374) 
About: Carter Lockbaum is a grade 12 on team 1374 Amped Up. He’s been doing robotics 
since grade 9. Since then he’s worked under all parts of the team and last year worked to 
get a second team at his school. This team became 1374 Amped Up with himself as one of 
the captains. His main goal as captain was to create a team that prioritized the friendships 
and inter-personal relationships between the team members. Outside of robotics he doesn’t 
do a ton besides some hobbies and schoolwork.  
 
Outside of robotics, Akshat Doctor (hold all the doctor jokes for the end) plays hockey and 
he is a part of Royal Canadian Air Cadets and he plays music at an elementary level. He 
used to be home a lot and didn’t have much to do, until he joined robotics. When he first 



joined, he participated in the off-season task of building minibots for practice, but he didn't 
learn much about robotics. He'd rather spend time cleaning, or even doing homework but 
the positive environment that FRC team 1374 outputs allowed him to gain the confidence to 
understand FIRST. He needed to understand the fundamentals of the robot and technical 
team’s attitude was the way he learnt best. They allowed him to gain confidence in the 
robotics area but also being able to go out and talk with other teams and even talk to a big 
crowd at our outreach event, Midnight Madness, where he would have been scared to even 
speak a word. Because of 1374’s positive environment, he has become a better person 
than when he first stepped into the shop. 
 
Crystal is in grade 11, is one of the co-captains of team 1374, and it’s only her second year 
in robotics. Last year, she was on the design team, though she helped with a variety of 
other different tasks as well. On the big reasons she wanted to be a captain was to improve 
her communication and public speaking skills, and have a more active role on the team. 
Her goal as captain is to help everyone on 1374 get involved and find a role on their team, 
as well as to improve their team structure and resources to be more sustainable for future 
years. 
 
 
Electrical Jumpstart: A Workshop for Beginners (40 Minutes) 
In this workshop you’ll join Ella and Adalia to learn about the basics of FRC electrical. This 
includes electrical functions in the context of FRC, the components of SWAT’s electrical 
board, and tips on effective planning/organizing. Come learn new skills and start on your 
path to electrical greatness with us! 



 
Presenter: Ella Kirton (FRC 771) 
About: Ella Kirton is SWAT 771’s Electrical Lead. This is her third year on the team, and 
having mastered the electrical game, is branching out into public speaking to run a 
workshop. If you see her in the SMLS halls or at competition, challenge her to an arm 
wrestle. 
 
 
FRC Machining Strategies (40 Minutes) 
Team 1241 THEORY6 is fortunate enough to have a very well-equipped machine shop 
which includes Milling Machines, Lathes, CNC Router, CNC Lathe, CNC Milling center. In 
this session Team 1241 will explain strategies used during the build season to quickly 
manufacture a robot. This is targeted for both beginner teams without a shop space and 
teams who may want to compare their machining process. 
 
Presenter: Corey Lehman (FRC 1241) 
About: Corey Lehman is the robotics/manufacturing teacher at Rick Hansen S.S. and has 
been involved with FIRST Robotics for the past 5 years. 
 
 
Chairman’s Award 101 (40 Minutes) 
Confused about the Chairman’s Award? Don’t know what you’ll need to win? Want some 
first-hand advice from SWAT 771’s Chairman’s presenters? Then “Chairman’s Award 101” 
is the workshop for you. We’ll cover what you’ll need to submit, what to keep in mind when 



organizing your outreach, walk through every part of the submission process, offer some 
helpful tips that we’ve learned and much more! Sign up for a 40 minute in depth workshop 
today. 
 
Presenter: Marie Jolicoeur–Bécotte (FRC 771) 
About: Marie is part of team SWAT 771. This is her fourth year on the team. Her first year 
she was the Robot Room Lead, her second year she was the Awards Jr. Lead and a 
chairman’s presenter, and for the last two years she has been the Awards Lead as well as 
a chairman’s presenter.  
 
 
How to Start a Good Build Season (40 Minutes) 
So, kickoff has happened. The game was just released. Everyone is excited for build 
season, but there is one problem.  How do you start? In this presentation, we will go 
through how to prepare for build season in the months leading up to it, and what to do on 
that fateful Saturday morning in January.  
 
Presenter: Navid Kashem (FRC 694) 
About: Navid has been on StuyPulse Team 694 for three years now. He has been a part of 
the team's engineering and strategy departments, and is currently the team's Vice 
President of Engineering. 
 
 
 



Outreach Action Plan (40 Minutes) 
SWAT, like most FRC teams participates in many outreach activities in a year. This 
workshop will focus on how to find opportunities, how to prepare and what to do once you 
get there. There are some great opening questions guaranteed to get others to stop and 
find out more. We’ll share these questions and more.  
 
Presenters: Marie Jolicoeur-Bécotte and Ariana Wong (FRC 771)  
About: Marie is part of team SWAT 771. This is her fourth year on the team. Her first year 
she was the Robot Room Lead, her second year she was the Awards Jr. Lead and a 
chairman’s presenter, and for the last two years she has been the Awards Lead as well as 
a chairman’s presenter.  
 
Ari loves to travel and meet new people around the world. It’s one of her lifelong goals to 
travel to all 7 continents. She’s always super energetic and loves laughing. In her free time 
she is an equestrian rider and loves listening to classic rock music and bad 2000s jams. 
 
 
How to Create a Competitive Robot with Low-Level Resources 
(40 Minutes) 
Founded in the 2014 FRC season, Team 5036 has been able to improve their robot's 
performance significantly each year. Last season, the team had their best season ever, 
ranking 18th in the Ontario District and qualifying for the FIRST Championship. With low-
level resources compared to top-tier teams, Team 5036 has had to focus on a number of 



key things to be able to have such a competitive season. The workshop will explain these 
key things and how other teams can implement them on their 2018 FRC robot. 
 
Presenters: Tahmid Sheikh and Kajanan Chinniah (FRC 5036) 
About: Tahmid Sheikh is a grade 12 student at Sir Wilfrid Laurier C.I.  and current captain 
of Team 5036: The Robo Devils. On 5036, he leads the areas of CAD, programming, 
strategy and build. The 2018 FRC season will be his 4th season of FRC. 
 
Kajanan Chinniah is also a grade 12 student at Sir Wilfrid Laurier C.I. On Team 5036, he 
leads the areas of electronics, pneumatics and scouting. The 2018 season will be his 4th 
FRC season as well. 
 
 
Incorporating Amateur Radio Skills into Robotics (40 Minutes) 
This workshop will go over design skills, incorporating radio frequency skills and processor 
and component technologies used by amateur radio while considering how to incorporate 
these skills into robotics. 
 
Presenter: Rod Hardman (Oakville Amateur Radio Club) 
About: Rod has been licensed amateur radio operator for 12 years. He holds an 
“Advanced” certificate from Industry Canada and is President of the Oakville Amateur 
Radio Club. Professionally, Rod has spent over 25 years leading software and hardware 
development teams at Hewlett Packard and other major firms, producing products that 



include the HP Entertainment PC, High Availability Clustered Server solutions and the 
Kobo Touch E-read. 
 
 
How to Write an Award Winning Business Plan (40 Minutes) 
In this workshop, SWAT’s Business Lead will take the group through the steps of writing an 
award winning business plan. The presentation will talk about things to remember and to 
include when writing an executive summary, team mission statement, market analysis, 
market strategy, and a financial plan. After the presentation is complete, participants have 
the opportunity to ask questions and seek help in fixing/improving their own business plans.  
 
Presenters: Amanda Adam and Titi Ilori (FRC 771) 
About: Amanda is SWAT’s business lead and is responsible for leading a team of 8-10 
students. 
She trains, coaches, and mentors students to write sponsorship packages and business 
plans, talk to judges at competitions, create and present presentations, and write emails to 
sponsors. 
 
Titi is SWAT's Business Junior Lead and this is her third year on the team. She started in 
Game Pieces and later found further interest in the business aspects of the team. The 
Business subteam mainly focuses on finding sponsors to help fund the team and how to 
prepare to suppor the Entrepreneurship Award at competition. Alongside robotics, Titi 
participates in various other extra curricular activities. For instance, Titi was recently 



appointed a co-chair for SocDoc and started SMLS's first DECA club, of which she is the 
president.  
 
 

Smash Stress for Peak Performance (40 minutes) 
The nervous butterflies hit your stomach; everyone’s talking at once and asking questions. 
All you can see is a bunch of things to do with no time to get it all done, the competition is 
about to begin! In competition, and in life, your human body has a number of ways it reacts 
to stress… which are generally perceived of as anti-helpful. Instead, learn how each 
reaction can be used effectively to move through the stress and reach the results you want. 
In 40 minutes we will cover 3 Secrets for Smashing Stress and keeping yourself at Peak 
Performance. 
 
Presenter: Shannon M. Pole EIT, MEPP, MCNLP, TNLP, THyC 
About: Shannon guides you to discover your tribe and move from isolation to belonging. 
Having questioned the point of it all and wondering where she fit it for years, Shannon 
made a decision to keep going. She leveraged her natural talents to build solid foundational 
skills. First she completed her Bachelors of Engineering and Society and then went on to 
do a Master’s of Engineering and Public Policy. Recognizing the opportunities outside the 
world of academia, Shannon took a leap and trained in the tools of the elite becoming a 
Master Coach and the Head of an Internationally Recognized, Board Designated Institute 
of NLP and Hypnosis. Now, as the President and Chief Strategy Officer of Shannon M. 
Pole Solutions, Shannon connects you to your tribe through group coaching program and 
skills development trainings. It’s time to bring back the Magic! 
 



FLL Referee Training (90 Minutes) 
This is an official training session if you hope to be a referee at an official (or unofficial) 
FIRST Lego League event this year. FRC team members encouraged to attend. 
 
Presenter: Jeff Laucke  
About: Jeff has been a coach for the Rosedale Royal Thunder FLL team since Ocean 
Odyssey (2005), the Director of the Sarnia Regional Tournament since Nanoquest (2006), 
and a referee at the Ontario Championships since Climate Connections (2008). He 
refereed at the Toronto Open in 2013 and the World Festival in 2015 and 2016 and is now 
the Head Referee for Ontario. 
 
 
Controllers in Blender (90 Minutes) 
Blender’s internal game engine will be used as a simulation for robotic controllers and rapid 
prototyping of simple models for real-time physics simulations. Here, software can be 
explored as a virtual computing tool to practice for physical computing with a real robot. Oh, 
and just for fun, maybe we’ll blow a few things up (digitally of course!) 
 
Presenter: Todd Jahnke (Blender) 
About: Todd has been working in animation for a long time. When he started, everything 
was drawn on paper and filmed on real film! A lot has changed since then. Computers and 
technology permeate all aspects of 3D animation and there are a great many cross overs 
with game, film, virtual reality, and robotics. Todd has followed a path from traditional work 
like Magic School Bus and Little Bear to visual effects in films like Mars Attacks and 



Batman and Robin to feature animated films like Dinosaur and The Wild. He has worked 
across all fields in animation production and is now a full-time professor at Conestoga 
College where he is the coordinator of their new animation program. 
 
 
Beyond ST&M, The Diverse World of Engineering Design (90 
Minutes) 
Although science, technology, and mathematics are often seen hand-in-hand with 
engineering, the practice of engineering design continues to evolve, adapting to new 
complexities and problems in our world. In this interactive workshop, we'll talk about what 
the practice of engineering can entail, how it differs from science and math, and using 
some interesting cases, how we can critically apply these ideas to creating a positive 
impact on the world around us.  
 
Presenter: Albert Huynh (University of Toronto) 
About: Albert is an engineering education and integrative design enthusiast. An engineer 
by training, his background spans the areas of water treatment, food processing, interface 
design, affective psychology, and educational and systems change. He currently works at 
the University of Toronto's Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering as an Engineering 
Leadership Education Specialist in the Institute for Leadership Education in Engineering 
(ILead). He enjoys running, watching science YouTube videos, and unlocking the potential 
for engineering students to create positive change. 
 
 



Making the Most of Your Camera (90 Minutes) 
Do you understand your camera and its settings? Do you know what all the numbers mean 
on your lenses? In this presentation, nature photographer and SHAD outreach coordinator 
Kyle Blaney (www.kyleblaneyphoto.com) teaches the basics of modern cameras and 
lenses and how to use a camera’s settings to exert creative control. Kyle uses his inspiring 
images to explain his photography workflow and shows participants how to step away from 
automatic mode and really make the most of their camera.  
 
Presenter: Kyle Blaney (SHAD Enrichment Program) 
About: Kyle Blaney’s life is focused on wilderness travel, nature photography, and youth 
engagement. As an outreach coordinator for the SHAD enrichment program, he tours 
Canada to ensure every student, educator, and parent knows about SHAD’s life-changing 
opportunities. At SHAD’s UBC campus in Vancouver, Kyle inspires students with 
workshops on math, software development, photography, and birdwatching. He has 
presented his images across the country and been published in Canadian Geographic and 
other magazines. Kyle’s websites are www.kyleblaney.com and 
www.kyleblaneyphoto.com.   
 
 
Powerful Communication and the Art of Authentic Networking 
(90 Minutes) 
Find and own your story in a powerful way that helps you and your team create an 
authentic personal and team brand. This workshop does a deep dive into tools for powerful 
communication, including public speaking and how to make everyday interactions 



meaningful. Use these tools to apply to networking events, to be able to create genuine 
connections, expand your network and find potential sponsors. 
 
Presenter: Jess Tang (SHAD Enrichment Program) 
About: Jess Tang is a passionate mentor, coach and friend, who believes that everyone 
should have a cheerleader in their corner. She is a big fan of recognizing leadership that's 
found in everyday moments and helping individuals realize their ability to leave a lasting 
impact on others. Jess is a motivational speaker for high school and university students 
and has been a debate and public speaking coach for over five years. Jess is also the 
Outreach Coordinator for SHAD - a summer enrichment program that empowers high 
school students to realize their full potential. 


